Garage Parking Directions From I-35 North or South
I-35 North or South: Take Exit #206 Aquarena Springs Drive
  (Turn LEFT at the light if coming from San Antonio/New Braunfels)
  (Turn RIGHT at the light if coming from Austin)
- Proceed on Aquarena Springs Drive for approximately 1.5 miles toward campus
- As you drive past Bobcat Stadium, get in the RIGHT lane
- Prepare to turn RIGHT onto Sessom Drive just after crossing the San Marcos River
- Proceed on Sessom Drive as it winds around the back side of campus to LBJ Parking Garage
- Turn LEFT onto Comanche Street (the third light after turning onto Sessom)
- Turn LEFT onto Student Center Drive (first left)
- Turn RIGHT onto Gallardia Street (first right) and then enter the LBJ Student Center Parking Garage on the left. When parking in the LBJ Student Center Garage, take a ticket as you enter and you will be given a parking code/voucher at the conference registration desk to use as you exit so that there will be no charge for your parking.
- Exit the parking garage by walking between the pay stations, then turn left. Texas State AITP volunteers and signs will lead/guide you to the LBJ Student Center which is across a sidewalk from the garage first floor pay stations and adjacent to the LBJ-Student Center Bus Loop.
Bus Directions for Dropoff and Parking

**Student Dropoff at the LBJ-Student Center Bus Loop:**
I-35 North or South: Take Exit #206 Aquarena Springs Drive
- (Turn LEFT at the light if coming from San Antonio/New Braunfels)
  - (Turn RIGHT at the light if coming from Austin)
- Proceed on Aquarena Springs Drive for approximately 1.5 miles toward campus
- As you drive past Bobcat Stadium, get in the RIGHT lane
- Prepare to turn RIGHT onto Sessom Drive just after crossing the San Marcos River
- Proceed on Sessom Drive as it winds around the back side of campus to LBJ Parking Garage
- Turn LEFT onto Comanche Street (the third light after turning onto Sessom)
- Turn LEFT onto Student Center Drive (first left)
- Turn RIGHT into LBJ Student Center Bus Loop (second right)
- Drop off students at the sidewalk along the parking garage
- Texas State AITP volunteers and signs will lead/guide students to the LBJ Student Center which is at the end of the loop.
- After unloading students, a Texas State AITP volunteer will provide you with any needed assistance regarding directions to the Bobcat Village Parking lot.

If you become lost or require any assistance with parking, please contact Hanna Foster at (210-402-6499)
Bus Drivers: Parking at Bobcat Village Commuter Parking Lot after Unloading Students:

- Turn the bus around and navigate out of the loop
- Turn RIGHT out of the loop onto Student Center Drive
- Turn LEFT onto Tomas Rivera Drive (first left, stop sign)
- Follow the road as it curves to the RIGHT and merges onto Sessom Drive
- Follow Sessom drive toward Aquarena Springs Drive
- Turn LEFT onto Aquarena Spring Drive (left two lanes can turn left)
- After crossing the railroad tracks, move into the left lane and prepare to...
- Turn LEFT onto Mill Street. The parking lot will be on the left, but...
- Turn LEFT at the SECOND parking lot entrance
- Park anywhere in this parking lot.
Bus Drivers: Directions from bus parking lot back to Campus via the Bobcat Tram

On the map below, there are two available shuttle stops. Your target shuttle will stop at both of them. Board the Texas State Tram labeled **12 - Bobcat Village** on the front or right side of the shuttle. No identification or money is needed when boarding the shuttle. This shuttle will take you to campus and drop you exactly where you unloaded your students: the LBJ Student Center Bus Loop. The LBJ Student Center Bus Loop will be the shuttle's first stop after leaving the Bobcat Village parking lot. If you accidentally do exit the bus at the wrong stop, another one will arrive in 22 minutes, trackable here: [http://txstate.doublemap.com/map/](http://txstate.doublemap.com/map/)
Bus Drivers: Directions from LBJ Student Center Bus Loop back to Bobcat Village bus parking

- In order to return to the bus parking lot, return to the LBJ Student Center Bus Loop and board the same **12 - Bobcat Village** shuttle bus.
- You can view a live schedule of the **12 - Bobcat Village** shuttle by visiting this address on your phone or laptop:  [http://txstate.doublemap.com/map/](http://txstate.doublemap.com/map/)
- The first stop will place you back in the Bobcat Village parking lot. Exit the shuttle and return to your bus.
- Exit the parking lot by turning RIGHT onto Mill Street.
- Turn RIGHT onto Aquarena Springs Drive.
- As you drive past Bobcat Stadium, get in the RIGHT lane
- Prepare to turn RIGHT onto Sessom Drive just after crossing the San Marcos River
- Proceed on Sessom Drive as it winds around the back side of campus to LBJ Parking Garage
- Turn LEFT onto Comanche Street (the third light after turning onto Sessom)
- Turn LEFT onto Student Center Drive (first left)
- Turn RIGHT into LBJ Student Center Bus Loop (second right)
- Students should be waiting at the sidewalk along the parking garage
Directions from Texas State University to I-35

- If you parked in the garage, be sure to get your parking ticket validated before returning to your vehicle. Exit the garage and immediately turn RIGHT, then RIGHT again onto Student Center Drive
- Buses: Turn the bus around and navigate out of the loop
  Turn RIGHT out of the loop onto Student Center Drive

Next:
- Turn LEFT onto Tomas Rivera Drive (first left, a stop sign)
- Follow the road as it curves to the RIGHT and merges onto Sessom Drive
- Follow Sessom drive toward Aquarena Springs Drive
- Turn LEFT onto Aquarena Spring Drive (left two lanes can turn left)
- Aquarena Springs Drive will intersect I-35
- Turn RIGHT for southbound or drive under the highway and turn LEFT for northbound (both lanes are able to turn left).
Alternative Route from I-35 to Texas State University
If for any reason you are unable to take exit #206 onto Aquarena Springs Drive, please use these alternative
directions to navigate to Texas State University due to road construction, train blocking the road, accident.
• I-35 North or South: Take Exit #205 Hopkins Street.
  o (Turn LEFT at the light if coming from San Antonio/New Braunfels)
  o (Turn RIGHT at the light if coming from Austin)
• Proceed on Hopkins Street for approximately 1 mile toward campus
• As you drive past the third railroad crossing, you will cross a bridge going over the San Marcos River.
• Immediately after crossing the bridge, you will approach the intersection between Hopkins Street and
  CM Allen Parkway.
• Turn right onto CM Allen Parkway
• Continue on CM Allen Parkway for approximately half a mile.
• After passing the intersection of CM Allen Parkway and University drive, merge to the left lane and
  prepare to turn LEFT onto Sessom Drive.
• Proceed on Sessom Drive as it winds around the back side of campus to LBJ Parking Garage
• Turn LEFT onto Comanche Street (the third light after turning onto Sessom)
• Turn LEFT onto Student Center Drive (first left)
(If traveling by vehicle other than a bus):
  o Turn RIGHT onto Gallardia Street (first right) and then enter the LBJ Student Center Parking
    Garage on the left. When parking in the LBJ Student Center Garage, take a ticket as you enter
    and you will be given a parking code/voucher at the conference registration desk to use as you
    exit so that there will be no charge for your parking.
  o Exit the parking garage by walking between the pay stations, then turn left. Texas State AITP
    volunteers and signs will lead/guide you to the LBJ Student Center which is across a sidewalk
    from the garage first floor pay stations and adjacent to the LBJ-Student Center Bus Loop.
(Otherwise):
  o Turn RIGHT into LBJ Student Center Bus Loop (second right)
  o Drop off students at the sidewalk along the parking garage
  o Texas State AITP volunteers and signs will lead/guide students to the LBJ Student Center which
    is at the end of the loop.

Visit us at www.txstateaitp.org or contact usataitp@txstateaitp.org